
ANNEX B

Proposed Removal of 1 Hour Restriction - Grovehurst Road, Sittingbourne

Response Support Object Comments

1  I am the owner of one of the Blue Houses who will be affected by this though I have no objections to say of as it 

will make parking a lot better, I still do not understand why you can not simply make half the bay permit holders 

only like other parts of Sittingbourne you gain money by us paying for a permit which I would guess probably 

works out being more then the amount you gain from parking ticket as we residents do move our cars by the 

odd mistake everyday, and it would stop the for sale cars parking in there to. Most people who use the park 

don’t even park in the lay-by they choose to park down Grovehurst Ave. Seems to me like a win win idea which 

you seem to be objecting to for some reason. This idea was put to you by us the residents back in 2010 as well 

would you please reconsider this idea as we do not need for sale cars blocking up the only place we have to 

park.
2 1

The two options presented fail to take into consideration what is in the resident's best interests. Of which I 

propose parking permits to be given to the occupiers of the Blue Houses, this allows the local residents to park 

as required but stops unwanted build up (cars being sold, thou not as frequent, which continues to happen even 

with the restrictions). We have regular confrontation with residents behind us to where we have to move our 

vehicles too on a daily basis, thou I understand they have not legality to stop us parking on a public road, it does 

not mean they can confront us and damage our vehicles when left on roadsides near their properties. Happens 

too often. The council operates permit systems in other parts of the borough, allowing their residents to obtain 

parking badges to park outside their homes, so why not offer to only 4 more houses, where you have imposed 

this restriction?

3 1 I believe the 1 hour restriction should stay, but I think residents should be given parking permits
4 1 Permits would still be preferred as a more sensible idea
5 1 This is our place of work and so have to park on the road, therefore removing the restriction would benefit us.

Total 2 2

7 Properties Consulted

% Returned 71 5 No. Returned

% Support 40 2 No. Support

% Object 40 2 No. Object

% Comments 20 1 No. Comments


